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Edinburgh: 1939–1958

I Donald was born in Edinburgh on 2 October 1939.

I His father, Isaac Arthur Preece, was lecturer
(later professor) in Brewing and Industrial Fermentations
at Heriot-Watt College (later University).

I His mother, Dorothy Maud (neé Banner), played violin in
the Reid symphony orchestra.

I He attended George Heriot’s School in Edinburgh,
1945–1958, winning medals in Mathematics and in French.

He walked to school, and “never forgot the day when the
Clean Air Act came into force, when, for the first time, he
could see the sea from this walk”. (John Lamb)

I He played cello, piano and organ; was a cellist in the
National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain 1957–58; became
an Associate of the Royal College of Organists in 1958.
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University student: 1958–1963

How to choose between his beloved music and his beloved
mathematics? He decided that he would never be quite good
enough to make a decent living as a performing musician.

I University of St Andrews, 1958–1962.

I Medals in Pure Mathematics and in Applied Mathematics.
I Alex Craik (now in St Andrews) and Ian Anderson (now in

Glasgow) were undergraduates at the same time.
I Played cello in a quartet.
I Co-founder of the university Madrigal Group, which he

directed 1960–1962.
I MA in Mathematics in 1962.

I University of Cambridge, 1962–1963.

I Member of the university orchestra.
I Diploma in Mathematical Statistics in 1963.
I David Kendall (one of his lecturers) encouraged him to

seek employment in the Statistics Department at
Rothamsted Experimental Station.
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Rothamsted Experimental Station: 1963–1969

One of about 40
research
stations run by
the Agricultural
Research
Council, it
specialized in
agricultural
field trials.
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Rothamsted Experimental Station: 1963–1969

Head of Statistics Department: Frank Yates.

Some colleagues:
I H. Desmond Patterson
I John Gower
I Gavin Ross
I Wojtek Krzanowski started in September 1968: “ Donald

was very helpful towards newcomers. Moreover,
(somewhat flatteringly) he would occasionally seek advice
on bits of mathematics that he thought a rookie such as
myself would be able to help him with!”
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Rothamsted Manor Recitals

“ Donald was one of the originators of the Rothamsted Manor
Recitals, the earliest ones being put on by Rothamsted
musicians, including Ruth Hunt (later Yates). Donald wanted
the audience to wear suits, to match the ambience of the Great
Drawing Room, but few people obliged. ” (Gavin Ross)
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First published paper

I D. A. Preece: Some row and column designs for two sets of
treatments. Biometrics, 22 (1966), 1–25.

C5 D6 E7 F1 G2 A3 B4
E2 F3 G4 A5 B6 C7 D1
F4 G5 A6 B7 C1 D2 E3
G6 A7 B1 C2 D3 E4 F5

First set of treatments: Letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G.
Second set of treatments: Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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Balance (ignore the rows for the moment)

C5 D6 E7 F1 G2 A3 B4
E2 F3 G4 A5 B6 C7 D1
F4 G5 A6 B7 C1 D2 E3
G6 A7 B1 C2 D3 E4 F5

Every pair of first treatments occur together in the
same number (two) of columns.
Every pair of columns have the same number (two) of
first treatments in common.
This means that columns and first treatments form a
symmetric balanced incomplete-block design.
In this design, columns and second treatments also form a
symmetric balanced incomplete-block design (BIBD).
So do first and second treatments.
This design has an extra property called total balance which
Donald used in this paper but did not define!
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University of Kent at Canterbury: 1969–1978

I Lecturer in Statistics, 1969–1972.

I Awarded PhD in Statistics for published works, 1972.
I Promoted to Senior Lecturer in 1972.
I Fruitful collaborations with S. Clifford Pearce and

Geoff Freeman at East Malling Research Station.
I Interim Head of Statistics for six months in 1973.
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A move towards Combinatorics?

Donald attended the British Combinatorial Conference in
Aberystwyth in July 1973.

He gave a talk about a design problem in his current research.

This struck a chord with Peter Cameron, who had not met him
before.

On the conference outing, Peter deliberately sat next to Donald
on the bus, and asked him for more information.

They each thought

I don’t understand! What on earth do those words mean?

But . . .

I D. A. Preece and P. J. Cameron: Some new fully-balanced
Graeco-Latin Youden ‘squares’. Utilitas Mathematica, 8
(1975), 193–204.
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One of the Preece–Cameron designs

A1α B2β C3γ D4δ E5ε F6ζ G7η H8θ I9ι J10κ K11λ L12µ M13ν N14ξ O15π P16ρ
H7β G8α F5δ E6γ D3ζ C4ε B1θ A2η P15κ O16ι N13µ M14λ L11ξ K12ν J9ρ I10π
K10δ L9γ I12β J11α O14θ P13η M16ζ N15ε C2µ D1λ A4κ B3ι G6ρ H5π E8ξ F7ν
M9ε N10ζ O11η P12θ I13α J14β K15γ L16δ E1ν F2ξ G3π H4ρ A5ι B6κ C7λ D8µ
O6µ P5λ M8κ N7ι K2ρ L1π I4ξ J3ν G14δ H13γ E16β F15α C10θ D9η A12ζ B11ε
P3ξ O4ν N1ρ M2π L7κ K8ι J5µ I6λ H11ζ G12ε H9θ E10η D15β C16α B13δ A14γ

There are 6 rows, 16 columns, 16 Latin letters, 16 numbers and
16 Greek letters.

(i) Every row meets every column just once.
(ii) Every Latin letter appears just once in each row.
(iii) So does every Greek letter; so does every number.
(iv) Columns and Latin letters form a symmetric BIBD; so do

columns and Greek letters; so do columns and numbers.
(v) Latin and Greek letters form a symmetric BIBD; so do Latin

letters and numbers; so do Greek letters and numbers.
(vi) AND we have total balance!
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Australia: 1974–1975

From September 1974 to
August 1975 Donald took
sabbatical leave to work in
Australia, first in the
Department of Mathematical
Statistics at the University of
Sydney, then in the Division
of Mathematics and Statistics
of the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation
(CSIRO) in Adelaide
(RIP, November 2014),
where many Rothamsted
statisticians have visited.
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John Gower’s stories

John Gower was also based temporarily at CSIRO in Adelaide.
I In St Mark’s College, the possums jumping in the trees

disturbed Donald’s sleep. So he used wax ear-plugs, which
melted and caused him major problems, requiring
prolonged medical assistance before it was put right.

I CSIRO required Donald to swear allegiance to the Queen.
Donald wanted to know what he should do if the Queen of
Australia wanted him to do anything the Queen of
England (or the UK) would disapprove of. It would have
to happen to Donald; I didn’t have to swear allegiance to
any one.

I We took him on a weekend trip on a small house boat on
the Murray River. We had a little dinghy to go ashore etc.
Donald, with Janet and the children, went on the dinghy
but Donald decided first to clean it up a bit, in the course
of which he threw the cork bung away. Fountains of water
shot up while I went to get a camera to record the event.
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Dinghy on the Murray: I

Donald rows. John’s daughter Sally and son James are
passengers.
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Dinghy on the Murray: II

Donald needs to do something quickly. John’s wife Janet,
daughter Sally and niece Monica look on.
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Combinatorics in Adelaide

Donald attended the Australian Conference in Combinatorical
Mathematics in Adelaide in August 1975 and gave a talk.

I D. A. Preece: Non-orthogonal Graeco-Latin designs.
In: Combinatorial Mathematics IV: Proceedings of the Fourth
Australian Conference on Combinatorial Mathematics, Adelaide
(eds. L. R. A. Casse and W. D. Wallis), Lecture Notes in
Mathematics 560, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1976, pp. 7–26.
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Balance again

C5 D6 E7 F1 G2 A3 B4
E2 F3 G4 A5 B6 C7 D1
F4 G5 A6 B7 C1 D2 E3
G6 A7 B1 C2 D3 E4 F5

The incidence matrix N1C for first treatments in columns is

0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 0 0
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Matrix definition

N1CN>1C = N>1CN1C =



4 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 4 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 4 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 4 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 4 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 4 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 4


,

which is completely symmetric. This defines a symmetric BIBD.
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Total balance at last

C5 D6 E7 F1 G2 A3 B4
E2 F3 G4 A5 B6 C7 D1
F4 G5 A6 B7 C1 D2 E3
G6 A7 B1 C2 D3 E4 F5

N1CN>1C = N>1CN1C is completely symmetric

N2CN>2C = N>2CN2C is completely symmetric

N12N>12 = N>12N12 is completely symmetric

AND

N12N2CNC1 + N1CNC2N21 is completely symmetric

where Nij = N>ji .

This paper finally turned the statistical notion of equal
variances into a combinatorial definition.
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Edinburgh: January 1976

At the end of 1975, Donald paid his usual Christmas visit to his
mother in Edinburgh (his father had died in 1964). As usual, in
early January he called in to the Agricultural Research Council
Unit of Statistics to see his old colleague Desmond Patterson.
Here he found me, newly started on a Science Research Council
post-doctoral research fellowship.

Donald posed us one of his Australian problems: if last year’s
experiment on fruit trees used a Latin square, and the same
trees are to be used for this year’s experiment, but there may be
residual effects of last year’s treatments, how should this year’s
experiment be designed and randomized?

I D. A. Preece, R. A. Bailey and H. D. Patterson:
A randomization problem in forming designs with
superimposed treatments. Australian Journal of Statistics 20
(1978), 111–125.
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How did we three work together?

We met for several hours a day.
Colleagues listened to us arguing over coffee in the common
room, at lunch in the staff club, or over a beer.

Donald was excited and indefatigable; Desmond always
wanted to skulk away and think about it quietly on his own;
I was totally in awe of the other two, but at least I knew some
things about permutation groups that they did not.

On Donald’s last day, he presented Desmond and me with
typed copies of the libretto he had written for an operetta
When shall we three meet again? It poked fun at all three of us.

Donaldus (tenor): I really am available, from Monday until
Saturday . . .

Desmondo (basso profundo): I have to see a man about a dog.
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Rothamsted Experimental Station: 1978–1985

Head of Statistics Department: John Nelder, then John Gower.

Some colleagues:
I Gavin Ross
I Roger Payne: Donald taught him how to write a paper

carefully “in the usual impeccable Donald style”.
I RAB started in January 1981: he taught me how to sniff

over data, and how to read publishers’ proofs.
I Simon Harding
I Simon Kirby

Donald introduced occasional “topic sessions”,
in which he turned the coffee break into a teaching session led
by him on a single straightforward topic.
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Statistics Department staff in spring 1985

Thanks to Gavin Ross
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Overseas Development Administration

Donald was now a Principal Scientific Officer and also
Biometrics Liaison Officer (Field Crops) of the Ministry of
Overseas Development (later the Overseas Development
Administration), heading a group of 3–4 statisticians.
His work included visits to the West Indies, South America,
Tanzania, Sudan, Syria and Nigeria.

Gavin Ross reports some of Donald’s tales:

I At the International Biometric Conference in Guarujá,
Brazil in August 1979, the MOD insisted on finding a
cheaper hotel than the rest of us were offered, and it
turned out to be more like a gay seaman’s brothel, so
Donald had some uncomfortable experiences there.

I In Nigeria, he was assigned a guard outside his room at
night. The guard banged loudly on the door every hour
asking if Mr Preece was all right.
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Do names of abstract concepts matter?

DAP: I’ve thought of this new concept: should we call it a genus
or a species?

RAB: It doesn’t matter. We’re mathematicians. We can call it
anything we like so long as we give a clear definition of the
meaning.

DAP: Anyone should be able to see the pattern in a collection of
examples, so there is no need for a formal definition.

DAP: The name chosen should help the reader.

Much later, I came to agree with Donald’s point of view that
helpful terminology is key to our ability to think about a new
idea.
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That design again (now ignore numbers)

C5 D6 E7 F1 G2 A3 B4
E2 F3 G4 A5 B6 C7 D1
F4 G5 A6 B7 C1 D2 E3
G6 A7 B1 C2 D3 E4 F5

There are 4 rows, 7 columns and 7 letters.

(i) Every row meets every column just once.
(ii) Every letter appears just once in each row.
(iii) Columns and letters form a symmetric balanced

incomplete-block design.

A design satsifying these conditions is called a Youden square.
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Eureka! Donald solved a long-standing puzzle

There are 4 rows, 4 suits, 13 columns and 13 ranks.

(i) Rows, columns and ranks form a Youden square.
(i) Suits, columns and ranks form a Youden square.
(iii) Rows and suits form a symmetric balanced

(but not incomplete) block design.

Donald was ecstatic, glued a pack of cards onto a cardboard
backing to make a poster and hung it in the department.
“What shall I call it?” “How about a double Youden rectangle?”
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East Malling Research Station: 1985–1990

East Malling was another research station of what was now
named the Agriculture and Food Research Council.
Its speciality was experiments on fruit trees.
Because of the natural rectangular layouts, designing such
experiments was very congenial to Donald.

I Head of the Statistics Department, East Malling Research
Station, 1985–1988.

I Member of the Biometrics Department, Institute of
Horticultural Research, East Malling, 1988–1990.
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University of Kent: 1990–1999

I Another eureka.
I An exciting multi-author

collaboration.
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Another eureka in February 1991
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D. A. Preece, R. L. Constable, G. Zhang, J. L. Yucas,
W. D. Wallis, J. P. McSorley and N. C. K. Phillips:
Tight single-change covering designs. Utilitas
Mathematica, 47 (1995), 55–84.
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Queen Mary, University of London: 2000–2014

After his mother’s death in 1997, Donald decided to resign on
his 60th birthday (in 1999), to give himself time to do the things
that he really wanted to do.

We appointed him as a Professorial Fellow at QMUL.
“One of Preece’s strengths is a collaborator and inspirer. By
asking awkward questions, he goads other people into doing
research.”

He rapidly made QMUL School of Mathematical Sciences his
research community, travelling in two or three days per week,
in spite of the distance.

He became Professor Emeritus in 2008.
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Reminiscences and Music: 70th birthday party at QMUL

Thanks to Gavin Ross
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An email on 9 August 2010 to Wal Wallis, Anne Street,
Peter Cameron, RAB, Ian Anderson and JP Morgan:
triple Youden rectangles

Mirabile dictu, I seem to have found the two infinite series
that I have wanted for such a long time. The ’truc’ for forcing
the construction to work in general (the multiplication by
2−1 mod k) is so simple that I can only squirm in
embarrassment that I didn’t spot it before. Ah, hindsight. . . !

. . .
To have achieved this after so long is exciting to the point

that I became worried about my blood-pressure! However, the
readings that I took were ‘normal’, so it looks like I’ll survive
this latest development.

Awkwardly, this brings me to the end of the list of
mathematical things that I said I wanted to see solved “before I
die”! But I’d better not say my Nunc Dimittis until I’ve written
it up properly! (If I don’t survive that long, any of you should
feel free to complete the task.) 34/35



Edinburgh: 2014

I Donald died in Edinburgh on 6 January 2014, aged 74.

Let us celebrate his life.
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